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Chapter 1   
INTRODUCTION 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
In the last fourty years dental implants have been widely used for the rehabilitation 
of edentoulous areas. (Adell et al. 1990; Jemt et al. 1993) 
Patients rehabilitated with implant-supported fixed partial dentures in the posterior 
region of the maxilla or the mandible showed an improvement in the oral health-
related quality-of-life if compared with those with removable partial dentures, 
particularly in elderly patients. (Petricevic et al. 2012;  Furuyama et al. 2012) 
Especially in the posterior region of jaws, reduced alveolar bone height due to 
post-extraction ridge resorption and maxillary sinus pneumatization represents a 
major limitation in the use of dental implants and increases the probability of an 
invasion with related possible damage to some anatomical structures, such as the 
inferior alveolar nerve and the maxillary sinus cavity and membrane. (Tawil & 
Younan 2003, das Neves et al. 2006; Pommer et al. 2011) 
Many surgical bone augmentation techniques have been suggested. Although 
these approaches including onlay bone grafts have been proved effective in 
regaining bone volume, guided bone regeneration (GBR) (Merli et al. 2007; 
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Fontana et al. 2008), maxillary sinus elevation (Pjetursson et al. 2008; Del Fabbro  
et al. 2008; Del Fabbro et al. 2011; Katranji et al. 2008) and distraction 
osteogenesis (DO) (Chiapasco et al. 2004), they are hardly accepted by the 
patients because of the multiple complications and morbidity after surgery, the 
prolonged treatment duration and the high extra costs.   (Pieri et al. 2012; Lai et al. 
2012) 
Short implants can be considered as an alternative treatment option. This strategy 
simplifies overall treatment and minimizes the incidence of complications 
associated with bone augmentation procedures. Biomechanical studies 
demonstrated that the crestal portion of the implant body is the most involved in 
load-bearing, whereas very little stress is transferred to the apical portion (Lum  
1991). Moreover, some authors hypothesized that the increase of implant length 
from 7 to 10 mm  can have a minor impact on its anchorage strenght (Bernard et 
al. 2003). Therefore, implant length may not be a primary factor in distributing 
prosthetic loads to the bone-implant interface (Annibali et al. 2012). 
However in the past years, short implants have been associated with lower 
survival rates (Lee et al. 2005, Romeo et al. 2010). There are several presumed 
reasons for the lower survival rate of short implants in the posterior maxilla or 
mandible. Firstly, most of those studies considered short implants with machined 
surface with longer implants with a comparable diameter. In that case an inferior 
bone to implant contact was demonstrated. Secondly, short implants are mostly 
placed in the posterior zone, where the quality of the alveolar bone is relatively 
poor, especially in the maxilla (type III or IV) (Lekholm & Zarb 1985).  
Thirdly, often, a very outsized crown has to be made to reach occlusion, because 
of the extensive resorption in the posterior region, which causes a higher crown to 
implant ratio. Crown to implant ratios between 0.5 and 1 were proposed to prevent 
peri-implant bone stress, crestal bone loss and eventually implant failure (Haas et 
al. 1995, Rangert et al. 1997, Glantz & Nilner et al. 1998). However a recent 
systematic review on two studies on crown to implant ratios concluded that the 
ratio does not influence the peri-implant crestal bone loss (Blanes et al. 2009). 
Recent studies evaluating short implants with rough surfaces could present a 
similar survival and success rate to conventional implants. However doubts about 
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biomechanical performances were risen (Sun et al. 2011; Telleman et al. 2011; 
Pommer et al. 2012; Annibali et al. 2012; Lai et al. 2012; Pieri et al. 2012). 
Recently image-based approaches combined with Finite Element Analyses (FEA) 
have allowed effective stress–strain investigations in biological systems and in 
particular stress distribution in bone. 
Dental implants can be virtually positioned within realistic models of human jaws 
reproduced from high definition CT image data with respect of the anatomical-
physiological structures of bones. Worldwide, scientists have focused on this topic. 
(Frisardi 2012; Field 2010; Muhlberger 2009; Al Sukhun 2007).  
Some authors considered the load transfer at the interface an important factor in 
determining the correct mechanical stimulation of the osteoblasts, which are 
assumed to be responsible for bone tissue regeneration and the consequent 
osseointegration of the implant (Frisardi et al. 2012; Bonnet et al. 2009; Park et al. 
2010; Misch et al. 2005). 
The aim of this finite element analysis will be the investigation of stresses 
transmitted to surrounding bone by restorations supported by different short 
implants combinations. 	
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Chapter 2   
BIOMECHANICS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Biomedical engineering, which applies engineering principles to living systems, 
has opened a new era in diagnosis, treatment planning and rehabilitation of 
patients. Biomechanics, a branch of this field, affects the response of biological 
tissues to the loads applied. 
Its evolution is fundamental for what concerns the knowledge and success of 
many therapies of the stomatognathic system, including in particular the implant 
restoration. The advances in the design of prosthesis, implants and instruments 
were achieved thanks to the theory and practice of the mechanical design 
optimization. (National Institutes of Health Development 1988). 
 
 
 
2.1 Basic principles of biomechanics 
 
The basic mechanical principles are the essentials requirements for the 
biomechanics description and understanding.  
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Forces and types of forces 
 
As force is meant a physical vector quantity which is expressed in the interaction 
between two or more bodies, this is classically described by Newton's second law 
[F = ma] where m is the mass (SI units: kg) and a is the acceleration (SI units: 
m/s2). The unit of measurement of force is the N (kg * m / s2) in the SI, although in 
the dental implant literature is commonly expressed as kilograms of force, since 
the mass is the determinant factor on Earth where the gravitational constant is 
approximately the same. 
Because forces are vector quantities they can be described according to intensity, 
duration, direction and multiplication factors. The longevity of an implant is not only 
influenced by the intensity and duration of a force but also by its direction. To 
understand his influence, the vector of the force is generally factorized into three 
components along the three main axes which are the mesial-distal, the buccal-
lingual and the occlusal-apical (Figure 1). 
The occlusion is usually managed in order to concentrate forces on the occlusal-
apical axis because a load oriented along the other two axes is potentially 
dangerous for the longevity of the implants. The forces can be described as 
compression, tension or shear. 
Compressive forces tend to push two masses towards each other, tensive ones 
are inclined to spread them apart and shearing forces cause the sliding of one 
mass on the other. In 1975 it was already shown that the cortical bone is more 
resistant to compression than to tensive or shearing forces (Reilly 1975). 
Furthermore cements, retaining screws, implant components and bone-implant 
interface are all able to adapt more to compressive forces than to tensive or 
shearing ones (Figure 2). 
The shape and geometry of implants are structured in order to transfer the 
occlusal forces to maximize the compressive components at the bone-implant 
interface. 
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Figure 1 Axes of stress decomposition (Misch, Contemporary Implant dentistry 
2002) 
 
 
Figure 2 Comparison of stress between axial and non-axial forces (Misch 2002) 
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Stress 
 
The manner in which a force is distributed over an area is defined mechanical 
stress and it is specified by the following formula: [σ = F / A] where F is the force 
(N) and A is the area (cm2). The unit of measurement of mechanical stress is the 
Pa (= N / m2). 
The intensity of the stress depends on two variables which are the magnitude of 
the force and the cross section area on which the force is distributed. The intensity 
of the force can be decreased by reducing some force intensifiers as length of the 
extensions, load-out-of-axis and height of the crowns. 
The functional transversal area is defined as the surface that participates 
significantly to the bearing and dissipation of stress and it can be optimized by 
increasing the number of implants in the considered edentulous area and choosing 
an implant geometry designed to maximize the functional transversal area. 
 
Deformation and tension 
The deformation of a body involves any change in the geometrical configuration of 
the body that, following the application of a stress, leads to a variation of its shape 
or dimensions. A straight bar, whose original length is l0, under the action of a 
stress or a tension force stretches out up to a final length (l = l0 + Δl). 
The linear deformation is therefore defined as elongation per unit of length, it does 
not have unit of measurement and is expressed by the formula ε = (l-l0) / l0 = Δl / 
l0. There is also a shear deformation that describes the modifications undergone at 
the right angle of a body in the presence of a stress of pure shear (Figure 3). 
The deformation is highly dependent on the composition and mechanical 
capabilities of the material that undergoes the tensive stress. 
A classical stress-tension curve can be obtained by experimentally subjecting a 
body to a load, the inclination of the curve is the elasticity modulus E and its value 
indicates the stiffness of the studied material. Hooke's law describes the 
relationship between stress and tension in the simplest way [σ = Eε] where σ is 
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the applied stress (Pa or kg / cm2), E is the elasticity modulus (Pa or kg / cm2) and 
ε is the tension. 
The closer the elasticity modulus of the system will resemble the one of the 
contiguous biological tissue, the lower will be the probability that a relative 
movement develops at the tissue-implant interface. As can be seen in the graph 
(Graph 1) the relative difference in stiffness between the bone and the titanium 
implant increases when the stress intensity grows, so the visco-elastic bone can 
stay in contact with the titanium implant in a more predictable way if the stress is 
low. 
The cortical bone is approximately 5 times more flexible than the titanium and the 
denser a bone is the more rigid it will be, therefore the difference in stiffness 
between the bone and the titanium is lower for the bone type 1 compared to type 4 
according to Albrekssonn and Zarb, analyzed in the previous chapter. 
 
Figure 3. Shear and linear deformation (Misch 2002) 
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Graph 1. Difference in elasticity modulus of bone, Ti and Al2O3 (Misch 2002) 
 
 
Moment of loads and lever arms 
 
The moment of a force is the tendency of a force to rotate an object and is defined 
as a vector whose intensity corresponds to the product of the intensity of the force 
multiplied by the perpendicular distance from the point of rotation examined at the 
line of the force action. This moment is also called torque or torsional load as it 
tends to produce rotation or bending at the applied point and it can have a 
destructive effect on an implant system if not correctly taken into account, as 
successively described. 
In an implant system six different moments can develop, two for each axis of 
coordinate previously described (Figure 4), which can induce microrotations and 
concentrations of stress at the top of the crest at the implant-tissue level which can 
lead to crestal bone loss. 
In implantology there are three clinical lever arms: the occlusal height, the length 
of the extension and the occlusal amplitude. 
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Figure 4. Moments of load in an implant system 
 
 
Failure by fatigue 
 
The failure by fatigue is characterized by dynamic conditions of load cycles. In 
dentistry it can be affected by the biomaterial, implant macrogeometry, force 
intensity and number of cycles. 
The behavior of biomaterials is characterized by a fatigue curve S-N, a diagram of 
the stress applied to the number of load cycles (Graph 2). If an implant is 
subjected to particularly high stress few load cycles may be tolerated before 
fracture, while, if stress is below a certain limit, called fatigue limit, it can be 
subjected to an indefinite number of load cycles. 
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Graph 2. S-N Curve 
 
 
2.2 Analysis of bone density 
 
The bone is an organ able to change in relation to different factors, such as 
hormones, vitamins and mechanical influences. However the biomechanical 
parameters, such as the absence of load for an edentulous jaw, are predominant. 
(Roberts EW 1987, Klemetti E 1993, Mercier P 1981, Atwood DA 1971, Lavelle 
CLB 1993) The knowledge of this adaptability has been reported for the first time 
more than a century ago. In 1887, Meier described, from a quality point of view, 
the architecture of the trabecular bone in the femur. (Meier GH 1887) 
In 1888, Kulmann noticed the similarity between the pattern of the trabecular bone 
in the femur and the trajectories of tension in the beams of the buildings. (Kulmann 
C 1888) Wolff, in 1892 elaborated these concepts further explaining: "Any change 
in the shape and function of the bone, or in the single function, is followed by some 
changes in the internal architecture and by changes equally defined in its external 
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conformation, in accordance with the mathematical laws "(Wolf J 1892) The edited 
function of the bone and the changes defined by the internal and external 
formations of vertebral skeleton, influenced by mechanical load, were reported by 
Murry. (Murry PDF 1936) Therefore the external architecture of the bone changes 
depending on the function and also the internal bone structure changes. 
MacMillan (MacMillan HA 1926), Parfitt (Parfitt AM 1962) and later Spencer 
Atkinson with a systematic study of over 1,000 human skulls have observed the 
structural characteristics and changes in trabecular alveolar region of the jaw. For 
example, the maxilla and the mandible have different biomechanical functions 
(Figure 5). In fact, although equal and opposite functional loads are applyied to 
both the first must absorb the full load while the second transfers it to the entire 
skull. 
  
The mandible, as an independent structure, is designed as an absorption unit of 
the force. Therefore, when teeth are present, the cortical layer outside is more 
dense and thick and also the trabecular bone is thicker and denser, with 
trabeculae radially oriented (Figure 6). Its structure is similar to that of the 
diaphysis of a long bone and is loaded more in bending and torsion (Hylander WL 
1979, 1981). 
On the other hand, the jaw is a force distribution unit. Each tension on the upper 
jaw is transferred from the zygomatic arch and from palate far from the brain and 
orbits. (Figure 6) As can be seen in the representation the vertical components 
tend to be loaded in compression (negative stress) while the horizontal ones in 
tension (positive stress). (Atkinson, 1964) This is one of the more efficient 
structures to obtain the maximum resistance to compression with a minimum 
mass. Consequently, the upper jaw has a thin cortical lamina and a fine trabecular 
bone that supports the teeth. Being loaded primarily in compression, the jaw is 
structurally similar to the body of a vertebra. 
  
These authors also observed that the bone density is greatest around the teeth 
(cribriform plate) and it is denser around the teeth at crest level, compared to that 
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around the apex. Orban showed a decrease in the trabecular bone pattern around 
a maxillary molar in the absence of the antagonist, compared to a tooth with 
occlusal contacts on the contralateral side (Orban B 1953). 
Ulm et al. in 1999 and 2009 (Ulm 1999, 2009) presented studies that analyzed the 
bone quality and the amount of trabecular bone in the jaws at different levels, 
founding that in both cases the bone quality diminished by regions mesial to distal 
although It is significantly higher in the mandible than in the maxilla. 
Not getting more mechanical stimuli, bone density decreases in the jaw after tooth 
loss. This decrease depends mainly on the time in which the region has remained 
edentulous and not loaded properly, on the initial density of the bone, on the 
bending and twisting of the lower jaw and on the parafunction, before and after the 
loss of teeth. ln general, the density change after the loss of the teeth is maximum 
in the back of the upper jaw and minimum in the front part of the lower jaw. 
The trabecular and cortical bone in the body is constantly being modified by 
modeling or remodeling. (Enlow DH 1963) The modeling presents independent 
sites of formation and resorption and causes a change in the shape or size of the 
bone. Remodeling is a process of resorption and formation in the same site, which 
replaces the previously existing bone and mainly influences the internal turnover of 
the bone, including those areas where the teeth are missing or the bone is close to 
an endosseous implant . (Roberts WE 1984 Garretto LP 1995) These adaptive 
phenomena have been associated with modification of the mechanical stress and 
the environmental tension, preaviously defined in host bone. (Rhinelander FW 
1974 Currey JD 1984) The higher is the magnitude of the stress applied to the 
bone, the higher is the tension observed in the bone. (Bidez MW 1992) The 
modeling and remodeling of bone are mainly controlled, in part or totally, by the 
mechanical environment of the tension. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of forces (Misch 2002) 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Representation of stress distribution in the skull (Atkinson 1964) 
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3.3 Bone adaptation to mechanical tension 
 
In general, the density of the alveolar bone evolves as a result of mechanical 
deformation due to micro-tensions, Frost proposed a model of four histological 
patterns for compact bone, related to adaptation to mechanical stress (Frost HM 
1989, 1990) In fact, the bone can reduce tensions through apposition or reduction, 
formation or resorption, and varying the modulus of elasticity or stiffness modifying 
the mineral content (Cowin SC 1976, 1976, 1978) Depending on the amount of 
microtension experienced, different areas have been described for bone: 
pathologic overload area, low overload area, adaptation window and the acute 
disuse window (Figure 7). These four categories can also be used to describe the 
response of the trabecular bone in the maxillary. 
  
The bone in the acute disuse window lose mineral density and disuse atrophy 
occurs because the modeling of new bone is inhibited, while the remodeling is 
stimulated, with a gradual net loss of bone. The bone microtension for negligible 
loads is reported from 0 to 200 units of microtension (με). This phenomenon may 
occur throughout all the skeletal system, as evidenced by a 15% decrease in the 
cortical lamina and extensive loss of trabecular bone resulted by the 
immobilization of a limb for 3 months (Kazarian LE 1969). During bone disuse a 
decrease in the density of the cortical bone of 40% and a decrease in the density 
of the trabecular bone of 12% have been reported. (Minaire MC 1974 Uthoff HK 
1978) Interestingly a bone loss similar to disuse atrophy was associated to 
microgravity environments in outer space, because the bone microtension, which 
is the result of Earth's gravity, is not present in space environment "in 
weightlessness". (DJ Simmons 1981) In fact, an astronaut that lived in the Russian 
space station Mir for 111 days lost about 12% of his bone mineralization. 
(Ingebretsen M 1997 Oganov VS 2004) 
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The adaptation window between 200 and 2500 microtension units represents a 
balance between modeling and remodeling and bone conditions are maintained at 
that level. The bone, in this environment of tensions, remains in a stationary state, 
and this can be considered the homeostatic window of health. From the 
histological point of view, this bone is basically lamellar. In the area of 
physiological load, which corresponds to the adaptation window, every year about 
18% of the trabecular bone and 2-5% cortical bone are remodeled. (Roberts EW 
1987) In these conditions, the lamellar bone can support millions of load cycles, 
more than those that can normally occur during life. This is the ideal tension range 
that should be get around the intraosseous implant. In the adaptation window of 
the bone the turnover is necessary, as Mori and Burr showed the remodeling of 
the bone for fatigue damage regions of microfracture within the physiological 
interval. (Mori S 1993) 
The low overload area (from 2500 to 4000 (1500/3000) microtension units) causes 
a higher percentage of fatigue micro-fractures and increases the rate of cell 
turnover in the bone. Consequently, the resistance and the density of the bone at 
the end may decrease. Typically, in this range the bone, from the histological point 
of view, is interlaced or in repair. This may be the state of a bone when an 
endosseous implant is overloaded while the bone interface attempts to change the 
tension environment. During the repairing process, the interlaced bone is weaker 
compared to the mature, lamellar and mineralized, bone. (Roberts WE 1984) So, it 
is necessary to be careful while the bone is loaded in the medium overload zone, 
because the '"safety interval" for bone strength during repair processes is reduced. 
(Garretto LP 1995) 
When the micro-tensions are greater than 4000 units, the zones of pathological 
overload are reached. (Frost HM 1989) In these conditions a fatigue failure in 1000 
cycles, which can be easily reached in a few weeks of normal activities, could be 
produced. 
The fracture of the cortical bone occurs between 10,000 and 25,000 microtension 
units (deformation of 1-2%). Then, the pathological overload may start at 
microtension levels between 20 and 40% of the extreme resistance to physical 
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fracture of the cortical bone. The bone may be reabsorbed in this area and form 
fibrous tissue, or when present, interlaced repairing bone, as a large percentage of 
replacement is required. 
The loss of marginal bone and the eventual failure of an implant, highlighted during 
the implant load, may depend on the fact that the bone is in a pathological 
overload condition. 
Subsequently Turner (Turner CH 1988 1998) has summarized the rules that rule 
the bone adaptation as follows: the dynamic load (not static) determines bone 
adaptation; the load in a short term has an anabolic effect, while a duration 
increase decreases the bone adaptation; abnormal tensions evoke bone 
adaptation while it get used to the routine tensions and the remodeling ceases. 
More recently the process of cellular mechanotransduction has been analyzed in 
detail. This is a multistep process that includes mechanical coupling (translation of 
mechanical forces into signals perceived by the sensorial cells), biochemical 
coupling (conversion of the mechanical signal into a biochemical signal that brings 
a response from cells, like gene activation), signal transfer from sensorial cells to 
effector cells and subsequent effector cells response (Duncan RL 1995). Other 
studies have shown that osteocytes immersed in the bone matrix inside lacunae 
can act as mechanoreceptors helping in the transduction of mechanical signals 
into biochemical, since they are in communication with osteocytes and osteoblasts 
in periosteal and endosteal space. (Turner CH 1998, Cowin SC 1991, Burger EH 
1999 Westbroek I 2000, Vezeridis 2006). 
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Figure 7. Frost diagram 
 
 
3.4 Masticatory dynamic  
 
After understanding the importance of the intensity of the forces applied on 
skeletal system in general, and in particular on the interface between bone and 
implant surface, we analyze how these forces are applied and what is their size. 
In humans the masticatory system consists in the capacity of the lower jaw to 
move related to the skull, to which is connected by two symmetrical joints, the 
temporomandibular joints (TMJ), with a great freedom of movement, through the 
action of the mastication muscles. 
Six pairs of muscles are crucial in the mandibular movement. 
The masseter, the medial pterygoid and temporal muscles elevate the mandible; 
between them two, the masseter deep fascicle and the temporal rear fascicle, 
have also the ability to determine retraction movements. The external pterygoid 
muscle determines the protrusion of the jaw. The geniohyoid and, particularly, the 
digastric muscle have an action of lowering and retraction of the jaw. (Herring 
2007, Hanman 2008) 
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The jaw has six degrees of freedom of movement, three translational and three 
rotational oriented in the three axes (Bagar, Osborn, 1984; Koolstra 2002), 
although it is not simple to recognize functional movements in their complexity in a 
combination of translational and rotatory axes (Figure 8). To carry out these 
movements all the muscles mentioned above are active; some moving, some 
balance, others finally stabilize, interchanging themselves in their role according to 
the progression of the movement. In close coordination with them, the neck 
muscles stabilize the skull and hyoid bone, in order to build stable bases from 
which opening and closing muscles can act. 
Each muscle action produces a translation of the jaw along its line of action and a 
rotation around an axis perpendicular to the direction, passing through the center 
of jaw mass, thus generating a moment. (Figure 9) (Koolstra 1995 and 2002) 
The loads on the jaw muscle may be important and include a shear force dorsal-
ventral, torsion along the major axis of the jaw and cross-section, that increases in 
intensity in the direction from rear to front (Hart RT 1992). 
Because insertions of the jaw elevator muscles are located at the back, the front 
jaw experiences a great moment of forces, even in the absence of occlusal loads, 
caused by the bending of the vestibular-lingual bone. So we expect higher 
densities in the anterior mandible than in the posterior as shown by studies of the 
properties of human toothed jaw bones (Schwartz-Dabney CL 2003, Peterson J 
2006). Despite in the posterior mandible are present closing forces considerably 
higher (2-3 times)  compared to the front area, the apparent density and the 
extreme resistance of bone are lower overall. (Bidez MW 1992) Therefore, to 
disperse these occlusal loads the rear molar teeth possess a big and multiroots 
structure. 
Many studies have found dimensional changes of the jaw during the activity 
attributing the action to the masticatory muscles. (De Marco 1974 Grant 1986 
Fischman 1990) 
One of the most common changes is the medial convergence, which occurs 
distally to the chin holes, during the movements of opening and protrusion. It is 
mainly due to the junctions of the internal pterygoid muscles to the medial branch 
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of the mandible. The amplitude of the contraction was measured in 0.8 mm in the 
area between the first molars and up to 1.5 mm in the sites from branch to branch. 
(De Marco 1974 Grant 1986 Fischman, 1990). 
While chewing in the balancing side a bending in the sagittal plane, with tensional 
stress along the alveolar process, and a twist occur (Figure 10). On the working 
side the body receives a twist along its long axis; muscle strength tends to rotate 
outward the lower edge of the mandible and inwards the alveolar process, while 
the torsional moment associated with the occlusal force has the opposite effect. 
Therefore, the portion of the body of the mandible between these two torsional 
moments undergoes the maximum stress and also a dimensional variation. 
(Dechow 2000) The jaws of patients with prosthetic implant had 19% torsion 
dorsal-ventral, this was confirmed by Hobkirk et al. (Abdel-Latif HH 2000) The 
magnitude of this deflection increases with the decrease of the bone size, then in 
mandibles with greater resorption, and with the increase of the masticatory force, 
in case of parafunction. Miyamoto et al. in a study have identified the mandibular 
bending as the primary cause of the posterior implants, in mandibular full-arch 
fixed prostheses on linked implants. This is due to the fact that linked implants 
rigidly fixed, in a restoration of the entire jaw, are subject to a considerable lateral 
force, buccal-lingual, during the opening and parafunction (Miyamoto 2003, Zarone 
2003) as bending is opposed by prosthesis. 
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Figure 8. Forces operating on the mandible (Koolstra 2002) 
 
Figure 9. Force and torque generated by a muscle (masseter) in respect to the 
centre of jaw mass of the mandible 
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Figura 10 Stress distribution    Figura 11 Stress distribution   
on the balancing side during    on the working side during unilateral 
unilateral mastication (Misch 2002)  mastication (Misch 2002) 
	
 
   
 
3.5 Physiological and parafunctional masticatory forces  
 
The "natural" forces more exercised against the teeth and then against the 
implants are present during mastication. (Picton 1969, 1971) 
In the posterior regions these forces are predominantly perpendicular to the 
occlusal plane, of short duration and occur only for short periods during the day. 
They are included between 2.2 and 20 kg approximately, in particular less than 2.2 
kg / cm2 registered by tension measurers on inlay (Scott 1966). The real-time 
application of the chewing forces on the teeth is about 9 minutes per day (Graf 
1969). Perioral muscles and tongue exert a more consistent and more light force 
on the teeth or on implants in the horizontal direction. These forces reach about 
0.2 to 0.35 kg / cm2 during swallowing (Proffit, 1978). An individual swallows on 
average 25 times per hour while awake and 10 per hour during sleep for a total of 
480 times a day (20 minutes / day). (Graf 1969) The maximum closing force is 
different than the bite force, is highly variable between individuals and depends on 
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the state of the teeth and the masticatory musculature. Several studies on different 
samples of populations have tried to measure the extent of this force obtaining 
variable results (Tables 1 and 2). 
 
 
Table 1. Mean of maximum masticatory force in different rehabilitations 
Authors Natural teeth or type of rehabilitation 
Maximum chewing 
force average 
Carr and Laney, 1987 Conventional prosthesis Implant-supported prosthesis 
59 N 
112,9 N 
Momeburg and 
Proschel, 2002 
FDP of 3 implant-supported 
units: 
Single implant: Front 
Single implant: Rear 
 
220 N 
91 N 
12 N 
Fontijin-Tekamp et al., 
1998    
Implant-supported prosthesis 
Molar region 
Incisal region 
Unilateral 
50-400 N 
25-170 N 
Mericske-Stern and 
Zarb, 1996 
Total prosthesis / implant-
supported prosthesis 35-330 N 
van Eijden, 1991  
canine tooth 
second premolar 
second molar 
469±85 N 
583±99 N 
723±138 N 
Braun et al., 1995 Natural teeth 738±209 N (male>female) 
Raadsheer et al., 1999 Man teeth Woman teeth 
545,7 N 
383,6 N 
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Table 2. Maximum closing force  
Maximum closing force 
Reference 
Age 
years 
N° Incisive Canine Premolar Molar Comments 
Braun et al. 
1995 
26-41 142    
710 N
 
Among premolars 
and molars; 
789 males; 596 
female subjects
Van Eijden 
1991  
31,1(±
4,9) 
7  323-485 N 424-583 N 475-749 N 
Second 
premolars and 
second molars 
left and right 
(only males) 
Dean et 
al.1992   
Adult 
 
57 
 
150 N   
 
450 N 
 
Converted from 
figures 
 
Bakke et al. 
1990  
  
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
20 
20 
20 
17 
8 
 
 
 
 
572 N 
481 N 
564 N 
485 N 
374 N 
Measured on the 
first molars on 
the right and left 
Braun et al. 
1996 
18-20     176 N 
First molars or 
first premolars 
 
Table 2 shows the maximum closing forces that, as guessed, are greater in the 
molar rather than in the premolar, canine or incisive area (Mansour, 1975). In fact, 
in a study of Chung considering 339 implants, operative for 8.1 years in 69 
patients, the posterior implants showed an average of 3.5 turns of bone loss per 
year compared to the anterior implants (Chung 2005). 
These forces are not expressed by patients routinely even if there are conditions 
relative to the patient that may increase the risk of occlusal overload on implant 
prosthesis. 
The main factors are the parafunctions as bruxism, clenching and tongue’s push. 
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Bruxism mainly concern horizontal wear rather than functional, as it consists in a 
friction rub between incisal and occlusal surfaces of the lower and the upper arch. 
It is the most common oral parafunction, reported in approximately 10% of cases 
(Glass 1993, Lavigne 1994) although many of individuals concerned are not 
conscious. The forces involved are more intense, between 4 and 7 times higher 
than normal, with longer duration, from lateral direction rather than vertical and 
characterized by shear more than compression. (Misch 2002) These forces may 
develop while the patient is awake or more commonly when is asleep, generating 
an increased load in the system for several hours a day. In patients with implants 
that also suffer from severe bruxism complications are frequent, such as fractures, 
prosthetic loosening of the abutment screw, fractures and implant crestal bone 
loss that can lead to implant failure. 
The clenching, often included in the term ‘bruxism’ according to the dental 
literature, is a parafunction which generates a constant force exerted by an 
occlusal surface on the other, without any lateral movement. The lower jaw can be 
at any position before the static load, there are also combinations of bruxism and 
clenching. The direction of the load may be horizontal or vertical, the forces 
involved are much greater than the physiological loads related to bruxism, but the 
forces generated are directed more vertically with respect to the occlusal plane, at 
least in the posterior regions of the mouth. Clenching does not produce as many 
wear surfaces as in bruxism and it is more difficult to diagnose (Alderman 1971, 
Dawson 1989, Misch 2002). Even clenching, as bruxism, affects the occurrence of 
complications at implant level as detailed above. 
The parafunctional push of tongue is a non natural force exerted on the teeth 
during swallowing. Although the push of tongue is of a lower intensity than other 
parafunctional forces, it is horizontal and can increase stress on the transmucosal 
implant site. (Misch 2002) Apart from that parafunctions the force can be 
influenced by the size of the patient, age, sex and skeletal position. (Braun 1995, 
Raadsheer 1999, Fontijn-Tekamp 1998) 
A brachycephalic, with a massive head shape, can generate a force three times 
higher than a regular one. (Koc 2011) 
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In edentulous patients during years the maximum closing force decreases while  
muscular atrophy progresses. (Carr 1987) After the implant placement this 
strength can increase by 300% in three years (Fontijn-Tekamp 1998, Raadsheer 
1999, Morneburg 2002). 
3.6 Implant Failures and complications  
 
Several studies and literature reviews observe that the most frequent implant 
complications and failures occur after the system load for biomechanical reasons, 
mainly due to an overload. (Goodacre 2003, Oh 2002, Jividen 2000, Lekholm 
1986, Lang 2000, Tonetti 1994, Heitz-Mayfield 2004) (Tables 3 and 4) 
 
Table 3 Mechanical complications (Goodacre 2003) 
Mechanical implant complications 
 Number Placed / 
affected 
Mean 
incidence 
Overdenture loss of retention / adjustment 376/113 prostheses 30% 
Esthetic veneer fractur (resin) 663/144 prostheses 22% 
Overdenture relines 595/114 prostheses 19% 
Overdenture clip / attachment fracture 468/80 prostheses 17% 
Esthetic veneer fracture (porcelain) 258/36 prostheses 14% 
Overdenture fracture 570/69 prostheses 12% 
Opposing prosthesis fracture 168/20 prostheses 12% 
Acrylic resin base fracture 649/47 prostheses 7% 
Prosthesis screw loosening 4501/312 screws 7% 
Abutment screw loosening 6256/365 screws 6% 
Prosthesis screw fractures 7094/282 screws 4% 
Metal framework fractures 2358/70 prostheses 3% 
Abutment screw 13 fractures 160/244 screws 2% 
Implant fractures 12 157/142 implants 1% 
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Table 4 Common complications (Goodacre 2003) 
Most common implant complications (10% or greater incidence) 
 Number Placed / 
affected 
Mean 
incidence 
Overdenture clip / attachment loosening 376/113 prostheses 30% 
Implant loss in the maxilla from radiation therapy 217/55 implants 25% 
Hemorrhage-related complications 379/92 patients 24% 
Resin veneers fracture / fixed partial dentures 663/144 prostheses 22% 
Implant loss with maxillary overdentures 1103/206 implants 19% 
Overdenture relins needed  595/114 prostheses 19% 
Overdenture clip / attachment fracture 468/80 prostheses 17% 
Loss Implant in Type IV bone 1009/160 implants 26% 
Porcelain veneers fracture / fixed partial dentures 258/36 prostheses 14% 
Overdenture fracture 570/69 prostheses 12% 
Opposing prosthesis fracture 168/20 prostheses 12% 
Implant loss in smokers  1668/178 implants 11% 
Implant loss implants with short (10 mm or less) 2754/272 implants 10% 
Implant loss with maxillary fixed complete dentures 4559/443 implants 10% 
Esthetic complication with prostheses 493/47 prostheses 10% 
 
 
In the surgical procedure some failures may be experienced due to overheating in 
osteotomy preparation, excessive pressure or twisting force on the bone-implant 
interface during implant placement or implant micro-movement during 
osteointegration. (Brunski 1979) Recent researches show how the surgical phase 
determines a successful connection in more than 95% of cases, regardless of the 
implant system used. (Goodacre 2003) 
In some cases the implant can fail soon after the integration in what was described 
by Misch and Jividen as "failure during the initial load." (Misch 2005) The cause of 
this failure is usually an excessive stress on the bone-implant connection rather 
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than the retention of bacterial plaque. (Isidor 1996, 1997) It depends on the 
amount of forces applied to the prosthesis (Brunski 1989, Bidez 1992, Van 
Steenberghe 1994, Oh T-J 2002) and on the density of the bone around the 
implants (Leckolm 1986, Gunne 1994, Snauwaert 2000, Goodacre 2003) and can 
affect 15% of implant restorations. (Creugers 1994, Oh T-J 2002, Goodacre 2003). 
The loosening of the abutment screw was found in the total percentage of 6% of 
the prosthetic implant, especially in single tooth crowns (25%) rather than fixed 
prostheses and overdentures with multiple units (3%). Factors that can lead to this 
complication is the presence of lever arms from extensions or greater height of the 
crowns. (Kallus 1991, Boggan 1999). 
The most common complications are stress-fractures of different dental materials 
of the prosthetic system. The materials follow a fatigue curve which depends on 
the number of cycles and on the intensity and direction of the force. The most 
common stress-fractures are those on resin crowns (22%) followed by the 
junctions of overdentures (17%), the ceramic crowns (14%) and bases in acrylic 
resin (7%). These data are also confirmed in a study of Francetti et al. (Francetti et 
al. 2008) in which 62 patients rehabilitated with fixed mandibular prostheses type 
Toronto, on 4 implants, showed a fracture of the temporary acrylic resin in 11% of 
cases. 
Less common are fractures of the prosthetic screws (3%), of metal structures 
(3%), of the screws pillar (2%), that usually have a larger diameter than prosthetic 
ones, and of the implant body (1%), condition reported mostly in long-term failures. 
The prosthesis decementation occurs far more likely when loads are applied 
chronically on cement interface or when there are shear forces. 
A condition that occurs most frequently is the marginal bone loss. Although it was 
widely described in the crestal region of successfully osseointegrated implants, 
regardless of the surgical approaches, it is recognized as a pathological symptom 
which can lead to implant failure. This bone loss is usually higher in the first year 
of prosthetic loading and then stabilize; it was quantified by Adell et al. with an 
average of 1.2 mm during the first year and 0.05 to 0.13 mm per year in 
subsequent years. (Adell 1981) Based on these data Albrektsson proposed as 
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criteria, for a successful implant, a bone resorption of 1.5 mm for the first year and 
of 0.2 mm per year in subsequent years. (Albrektsson, Zarb 1986) The current 
hypothesis for the cause of crestal bone loss vary between the reflection of bone 
during surgery, the osteotomy preparation for implantation, the position of the 
microgap between the abutment and the implant body, the micro-movements of 
the body of the pillar, the bacterial invasion, the establishment of a biological width 
and the stress factors. (Adell 1981 1986, Albrektsson, Zarb 1986, Tonetti 1994, 
Misch 1995, 2005). 
The role of occlusion is controversial. Some authors claim that the loss of peri-
implant bone without the implant failure is associated mainly to biological 
formations or complications. (Lang 2000, Heitz-Mayfield 2004) Others suggest the 
correlation between the reduction of crestal bone and occlusal overload. 
(Rosenberg 1991, Karolyi 1991, Oh T-J 2002, Misch 1995, 2005) Many authors 
have finally concluded that the occlusal trauma is a factor related to bone loss, 
even though the presence of bacteria is a necessary condition. Misch et al. in a 
review of the literature on cell biomechanics, principles of engineering, finite 
element studies, animal studies and clinical studies support that the occlusal 
overload contributes to marginal bone loss. (Misch 2005) This statement 
considered the response of bone tissue to excessive loads at the interface 
between the titanium and the cortical bone, which has a modulus of elasticity 
between 5 to 10 times lower. Several studies on photoelastic the three-
dimensional finite element show that the greater intensity of the stress occurs 
around the implant crestal region (Bidez 1992, Kilamura 2004, Duyck 2001, Natali 
2006). If nothing is done to reduce the force factors that produce loss of peri-
implant bone a failure of the implant can occur. The more the distance increases 
between the occlusal surface and the bone crest the more the vertical lever arm 
increases, therefore the stress intensity between the bone crest and the implant 
surface will be greatly enhanced. 
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Chapter 3 
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Definition of Finite element analysis 
 
The finite.element method (FEM) or finite element analysis (FEA), in mathematics 
is a numerical technique for finding solutions to boundary value problems for 
partial differential equations. 
It was first intruduced in 1943 by Richard Courant (Choi 2014) and was 
comprehensively applied in engineering. particularly in the early 1960s  by the 
aerospace industry and its use has spread.  
In the 1970s FEM was introduced in orthopedic biomechanics in order to assess 
the stresses and deformations in human bones during functional loadings and in 
1976, Weinstein et al. (Weinstein AM 1976) were the first researcher to use it in 
oral implantology. 
Since then, this method was widely used to analyze the designs of implants, 
prosthetic components and interactions at bone-implant interface. (Pesqueira 
2014) 
The FEM technique to obtain a a solution to a complex mechanical problem, 
consists in dividing the problem domain into a collection of much smaller and 
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simpler domains in which the field variables can be interpolated with the use of 
shape functions. (Geng 2001) 
So instead of seeking a solution function for the entire domain. one formulates the 
solution functions for its finite element and combines them properly to obtain the 
solution to the whole stucture. 
The steps followed are generally constructing a finite element model, followed by 
specifying appropriate material properties, loading and boundary con- ditions so 
that the desired settings can be accurately simu- lated.  (Trivedi 2014) 
The success of FE modeling in implant dentistry depends on the accuracy in 
simulating the geometry and surface structure of the implant, the material 
characteristics of the implant and bone, the loading and support conditions as well 
as the biomechanical implant_bone interface  
 
3.2 Creating a model of living and non-living structures 
	
A finite element model is constructed to represent the physical problem that has to 
be evaluated, by dividing solid objects into several elements that are connected at 
a common nodal point. Each element is assigned appropriate material properties 
corresponding to the properties of the object being modeled. The first step is to 
subdivide the complex object geometry into a suitable set of smaller ‘elements’ of 
‘finite’ dimensions.  
When combined with the ‘mesh’ model of the investigated structures, each 
element can adopt a specific geometric shape (i.e., triangle, square, tetrahedron, 
etc.) with a specific internal strain function. Using these functions and the actual 
geometry of the element, the equilibrium equations between the external forces 
acting on the element and the displacement occuring at each node can be 
determined.  
The features of the model should resemble the physical properties of the actual 
structure as closely as possible, with respect to dimension and material properties. 
(Geng 2001) 
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The model could be either a 2D or a 3D model, depends on the intricacy of the 
problems which are to be addressed, the level of accuracy required, applicability of 
the results and the complexity of the structures involved in the analysis. (Romeed 
2006) 3D models are considered more realistic and more representative of human 
anatomy, restorations and implant components and although they involve a higher 
level of difficulty in mesh refinements, their level of accuracy is much superior 
while capturing the geometry of complex structures. 
3D models can be manually constructed or gen- erated from imaging options such 
as a CT scan or an MRI.  
Computed tomography offers another advantage for realistic modeling in not only 
the development of anatomic structures, but also the inclusion of material 
properties according to different bone density values. (Cahoon 1994) 
Most FEA studies most studies assume a uniform density value for cortical and 
cancellous bone.  
However some of them, as for example Bellini et al. 2009 (Bellini 2009), develop 
two meshes with different elastic propierties in which cortical bone can be layered 
around the cancellous bone or can be neglected altogether in order to simulate 
weak bone properties similar to those found in the posterior maxilla. (Figure 1)  
To develop more realistic models, different studies (Arisan 2012, Lee 2011, 
Turkyilmaz 2008) suggest future studies include variable density properties 
obtained from bone density values measured in Hounsfield Units or from other 
advanced data obtained from computed tomography scans performed with 
individual patients.(Figure 2) 
Implant and abutment components can be imported into the FE module being 
scanned and digitally reconstructed or can be manually drawn from precise 
geometric measurements acquired from the manufactures. (Moeen 2014) 
In most studies the models are considered to have an isotropic behavior, since it is 
not possible to quantify the whole anisotropic structure of a bone with current 
techniques (Doblare 2004, Bayraktar 2013). 
An isotropic material indicates that the mechanical response is similar regardless 
of the stress field direction. It requires Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (n) 
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values for the FE calculation. The elastic, or Young’s modulus (E), is defined as 
stress/strain (s/e) and is measured in simple extension or compression. It is a 
measure of material deformation under a given axial load. Poisson’s ratio (n) is the 
lateral strain divided by axial strain, thus representing how much the sides of a 
material deform as it is tested.  
 
Figure 1. Example of the process of creating two different meshes for cortical and 
cancellous bone 
 
 
Figure 2. Example of a 3d model of a mandible reconstructed from TC scans 
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3.3 Interfaces  
 
The following step is to assemble all the elements to obtain the finite element 
model of the structure. (Figure 3) 
Previous FEA studies employed linear static models with the assumption that bone 
and implant are perfectly bonded to each other. (Geng 2004) In reality, dental 
implants never have a total osseointegration, with the whole surface area perfectly 
bonded to the surrounding bone. The bone-implant contact (BIC) values may 
change according to the jaw, placement of the region of the implant, healing time, 
implant design, and surface structure. Comparative studies show different BIC 
levels changing from 13% to 80% percent. (Wennerberg 1996, Galli 2005) 
In most FEA studies, even the interface between prosthetic materials is assumed 
to be 100% bonded, including the cement thickness. (Geng 2001, Sagat 2010) 
Therefore implant, abutment, abutment screw, framework, and porcelain structures 
are considered to be a single unit. 
 
Figure 3. Example of 3D Maxilla mesh with a dental implant mesh embedded in it  
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3.4 Loading conditions and boundaries 
Even if the muscle activity and craniofacial morphology should be included in the 
model because they  affect the occlusal load in actual clinical situation, it is 
presently difficult to simulate individual muscle forces to FEA modeling. And since 
the distribution of stress and strain is effective only in the region of loading the 
entire quadrant of bony segment need not be modeled. 
To guarantee the validity of the simulation, boundaries with zero displacement or 
rotation should be positioned at nodes which are at a reasonable distance away 
from the region of interest so that there is no overlapping between the stress and 
stain fields associated with the induced reaction forces. (Moeen 2014) (Figure 4) 
Loading can be axial and non-axial. An axial force is transmitted down through the 
long axis of the implant and hence compresses the anchorage unit which is 
favorable. Non-axial or horizontal loading transmits tensile stresses which try to 
separate the components and induces a bending movement which is considered 
potentially harmful.  
 
Figure 4. Boundaries nodes at the extremities of the 3d model of the maxilla 
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3.5 Analysis of the stress 
	
To evaluate the effect of loading forces on the peri-implant region or prosthesis 
structures, in FEA studies related to implant dentistry, usually the values are 
presented as either von Mises stress (equivalent tensile stress), minimum principal 
stress, and maximum principal stress. (Geng 2001, Meric 2012, Sagat 2010, 
Bayraktar 2013, Moeen 2014) 
The von Mises criteria refer to a formula for combining the three "principal 
stresses" (that can be calculated in any point, acting in the x, y and z directions) 
into an equivalent stress, which is then compared to the yield stress of the 
examined material. (Bayraktar 2013) 
The maximum principal stress is a positive value indicating the highest tension. 
The minimum principal stress is a negative value indicating the highest 
compression. 
Most of the previously published studies have used von Mises stress as an 
analysis criterion which usually deals with ductile materials having equal 
compressive and tensile strength such as aluminum or steel. However when 
representing brittle materials such as bone, ceramics or cements maximum and 
minimun principal stresses would better indicate the magnitude of stress 
concentrations and the distributions as this offers the option of distinguishing 
between tensile and compressive stresses by positive and negative signs 
respectively. (Moeen 2014) 
The stress is frequently represented by color figures, figure 5 represent an 
example of minimum principal stress distribution in a model of mandible with three 
different implant configurations (Bellini 2009). 
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Figure 5. Graphical representation of minimum stress distribution in the mandible 
(Bellini 2009) 
 
 
3.6 Other biomechanics studies in Dentistry 
The application of engineering knowledge in dentistry has helped the 
understanding of biomechanics aspects related to dental implants.  
Several techniques other than FEA have been used to evaluate the biomechanical 
load on implants among that the most used are photoelastic stress analysis and 
strain-gauge analysis.
 
 
Photoelastic Analysis 
 
Photoelasticity was introduced in dentistry by Noona in 1949. (Sevimay 2005)  
Since then, this method has been widely used in dentistry, and in particular in oral 
implantology since 1980. (Haraldson 1980)  
The photoelastic analysis technique is based on the optical property of certain 
colorless plastic materials that, when subjected to stress and deformation present 
alterations on the refraction indices promoting color change and the creation of 
fringes. (Pesqueira 2014) 
Unlike the analytical methods of stress determination, photoelasticity gives a fairly 
accurate picture of stress distribution even around discontinuous materials. The 
method is as an important tool for determining the critical stress points in a 
material and is used for determining stress concentration factors in irregular 
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geometries.  
The colorful fringes are the visible optical expression ofthe applied forces within a 
model, The interpretation of the obtained data is based on the colors and the 
extent of the fringes that indicate the location and amount of stress in the 
photoelastic model. 
Photoelastic stress analysis has limitations in its capacity to model the 
nonhomogeneous and anisotropic characteristics of bone. Another limit is the limit 
of applied external force, which may not exceed the resistance of the photoelastic 
material. (Cehreli 2004) However, it has been used ex-tensively and successfully 
tn dentistry to study the interaction of tissue response and physical characteristics 
of prosthetic restorations and implants. (Assuncao 2009) 
An example of a photoelastic experiment about stress distribution in dental 
implants is shown in Figure 6. (Pellizzer 2015) 
 
Figure 6. Example of a photoelastic analysis (Pellizer 2015) 
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Strain-gauge Analysis 
 
A strain gauge is a small electric resistor that under slight deformation modifies the 
resistance created in its current. (Francetti 2015, Pesqueira 2015) 
It measures the deformation of an object where it is applied. The captured 
electrical signal is sent to a data acquisition board, turned into a digital signal and 
read by a computer. 
The gauges are able to precisely record the deformation of any object subjected to 
stress in which they can be attached on. 
Foil gauges typically have active areas of about 2 to 10 mm and if they are 
correctlt installed strains can be measured up to at least l0%.  
ln most cases, the orientation of the strain gauge is significant. (Suedam 2009) 
Strain-gauge analysis has been extensively used to evaluate the biomechanical 
loads on implants for accurate clinical prediction." The application of this method 
on dental implants could provide both in vitro and in vivo measurements 
strains under static and dynamic loads. (Assuncao 2009) 
The main limitation of this technique is that the measurements are limited to the 
area where the gauge is bonded.  
An example of strain gauges is shown in Figure 7 representing a strain gauges 
attached on the abutments in an in-vitro experiment to evaluate different implant 
and prosthetic configurations. (Francetti 2015) 
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Figure 7. Example of strain gauges experimental model (Francetti 2015) 
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Chapter 4 
SHORT IMPLANTS 
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1 Anatomic Issues 
 
After tooth exctraction the alveolar bone could undergo a process of resorption 
that in some cases could result in a severe deficit. 
The volume of the alveolar bone deficiency can affect the horizontal component 
alone, the vertical component or it can be combined (or vertical and horizontal). 
Cawood and Howell in 1988 (Cawood and Howell 1988) made a descriptive 
classification of atrophy of the alveolar edentulous process (Figure 1). 
The extent of resorption that occurs is not predictable and show some 
interindividual differences. 
In particular in the posterior regions of jaws the presence of anatomical boundaries 
may limit the available bone volume to place implants (Pommer 2011): 
• In the maxilla low lying maxillary sinuses in association with alveolar bone 
resorption 
• In the mandible the position of the inferior alveolar nerve and canal. 
Therefore in some situations the bone quantity is not sufficient to place a standard 
lenght implant in the correct positions. 
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Clinical solutions to these problems involve alveolar ridge augmentation 
procedures or the use of short implants. (Atieh 2012) 
 
Figure 1. Classification of alveolar bone atrophies by Cawood and Howell (Barone 
and Bianchi 2013) 
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4.2 Early mistrust and caution in using short implants 
 
There is no general consensus about the length treshold to consider an implant 
short. The classification of “short implant” lengths in the existing literature is varied 
and ranges 5–10 mm.  (Srinivasan 2014).  
A recent literature review stated that in the past long implants were considered 
more desiderable (Pommer 2011).  
Firstly there was early evidence that short Branemark implants (6-10 mm) with 
traditional machined surfaces had an inferior survival rate compared with longer 
implants. (Wyatt 1998, Friberg 1991, Attard 2003, Weng 2003, Bahat 2000) 
Friberg et al (Friberg 1991) following 4641 consecutively placed Branemark 
machined implants concluded that a preponderance of failures could be seen 
among the shortest fixtures (7 mm) compared with the longer 10-mm to 20-mm 
fixtures. 
Wyatt et al (Wyatt 1998) followed 230 machined Brénemark implants up to 12 
years and of the 7-mm implants placed, 25% failed, whereas the 10-mm fixtures 
had an8% failure rate and the 13-mm and 15-mm implants had failure rates of 5% 
and 2% respectively. 
Bahat (Bahat 2000) followed a total of 666 implants placed in the posterior maxilla 
from 5 to 12 years and the 17% of the 3.75-mm diameter short implants, including 
7 and 8.5 mm length, failed. 
In 2003 Attarb and Zarb (Attarb 2003) showed a 15% failure rate for 7-mm 
implants, whereas 1 -mm and 13-mm implants had failure rates of 6% to 7%. 
Weng and colleagues (Weng 2003) reported on a multicenter prospective clinical 
study evaluating the success of 1179 3i machined surface implants for up to 6 
years. Of the 1179 implants, 48.5% were considered short (≤10 mm). These short 
implants accounted for 60% of all failed implants, with a cumulative success rate 
of only 88.7%. The 10-mm long implants accounted for 10% of the failures, 
whereas the 8.5-mm and 7-mm long implants accounted for 19% and 6% of 
failures respectively. 
Secondly, Ante's law states that the total periodontal membrane area of the 
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abutment teeth must equal or exceed that of the teeth to be replaced. (Ante 1926) 
From that law, the radiographic calculation of the crown/root ratio (CBR) was used 
to decide a booths suitability as an abutment. A varlety of ratios are reported in the 
literature. A CHR of 1:2_was considered ideal, but is a difficult condition to be  
found in clinical reality. Shillingburg and colleagues in 1997 suggested that a CRR 
of 1:1.5 was optimal and a ratio of at least 1:1 necessary for a satisfactory result. 
Even though Antes law has lately been disapproved (Lulic 2007) the concept of 
longer roots being better abutments than short roots still prevails.  
In this context short dental implants were considered wrong. 
 
4.3 Implant surface  
 
 
Recently research progressed on the surface technology of dental implants is 
leading to textured or rough-surface implants. 
Considering the classical success criteria (Smith and Zarb 1989) of 1.5 mm of 
crestal bone loss in the first year and no more than 0.2 mm of bone loss per year 
in succeeding years, then short implants would effectively become even shorter, 
potentially increasing the negative effects. 
These criteria for success were proposed in 1989 when most implants had only a 
machined/turned surface. With the introduction of rough surfaces, these old criteria 
are no longer valid. 
The systematic review on implant surface roughness and bone healing of Shalabi 
et al (Shalabi 2006) presented a positive relationship between bone-to-implant 
contact and surface roughness. Wennerberg and Albrektsson (Wennerberg and 
Albrektsson 2009) concluded in their systematic review that surface topography 
influence bone response at the micrometre level and might influence bone 
response at the nanometre level.  
Renouard and Nisand (Renouard and Nisand 2006) reviewed 53 clinical studies of 
the impact of implant length and diameter on survival rates. They found that 12 of 
these studies indicated an increased failure rate with short implants, which was 
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associated with operator experience, routine surgical preparation (irrespective of 
bone density), machined surface implants, and placement in areas of poor bone 
density. Other 22 papers showed comparable survival rates between short and 
long implants when rough-surface implants and adapted surgical protocols based 
on bone density were used. 
Pommer and colleagues (Pommer 2011) indicated that short rough-surfaced 
implants showed significantly lower failure rates than machined implants. Balshe 
et al (Balshe 2009) found in their retrospective study of 2182 machined surface 
implants versus 2425 rough-surfaced implants that there was no statistical 
difference in the 5-year survival rates (94% vs 94.5% respectively). However, 
when implants of less than or equal to 10 mm were evaluated separately, the 
estimate survival was 93,7%, whereas for smooth-surface implants it was only 
88.5%.  
 
4.4 Biomechanical issues 
 
In general, the use of short implants has not been recommended by some 
because it is believed that occlusal forces must be dissipated over a large implant 
area in order for the bone to be preserved. Finite element modeling (FEM) 
analyses have shown that the occlusal forces are distributed primarily to the 
crestal bone rather than evenly throughout the entire surface area of the implant 
interface. Since masticatory forces are light and fleeting, these forces should 
normally well-tolerated by the bone even with short implants. (Lum 1991) 
Himmlova et al (Himmlova 2004) simulated implants variations in length from 8 
mm to 18 mm and diameters from 2.9 mm to 6.5 mm. The maximum stress 
concentration was at the top 5 to 6 mm of the implant and there was little 
difference in area affected by maximum stress with the 8 mm versus the 17-mm 
implant. The difference in stress was only 7,3%. On the contrary, stress reduction 
continued to decrease as implant diameter increase. Maximum stress values in 
the 6.5 mm diameter implant were almost  60% less than those of the narrow 2.9 
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mm implant. This simulation showed that the diameter was more important for 
stress distribution than length. 
Baggi et al (Baggi 2008) analyzed the effect of implant diameter and length on 
stress distribution, including crystal bone loss, using 5 commercially available 
implant designs. They concluded that implant diameter can be considered to be a 
more effective design parameter than implant length. 
About crown-implant ratio (CIR) in a sistematic review Blanes et al (Blanes 2009) 
conclude that CIR did not affect peri-implant crestal bone loss. 
However Urdaneta et al (Urdaneta 2010) observed that excessive CIR had no 
negative effect on the periimplant bone loss but caused more significant prosthetic 
complications, such as screw loosening and porcelain fracture.  
 
 
4.5 Analysis of clinical success  
 
Telleman et al (Telleman 2011) conducted a systematic review of the posterior 
zone of partially edentulous patients. Their report included 29 studies totaling 2611 
short (5-9.5 mm) implants. They analyzed multiple variables including implant 
length, rough versus machined surface, maxilla versus mandible, and smokers 
versus nonsmokers. 
They concluded that increasing length from 5 mm to 9.5 mm improved overall 
survival. The survival rates were 5 mm (93.1%), 6 mm (97.4%), 7 mm (97.6%), 8 
mm (98.4%), 8.5 mm <98.8%). 9 n9'1798.0%), and 9.5 mm (98.6%). There was a 
29% improvement of rough surfaces compared with machined surfaces. The 
difference in the failure rate of maxillary implants (generally lower density bone) 
than mandibular implants was substantial at 100%. When studies included heavy 
smokers (215 cigarettes/d) versus strictly excluding smokers were examined, the 
estimated failure rate was 57% lower. 
Atieh and colleagues (Atieh 2012) showed a noteworthy increase in the 3-year to 4 
year cumulative survival rate as implant length increased from 5 mm implants 
(89,9%) to 6 mm 
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(96.6%), 7 mm (95.6%), 8 mm (99.2%), and 8.5 mm (98.2'%). There was an 
overall acceptable 5-year cumulative survival rate of 98,3% for short implants 
compared with 97.7% for standard length implants.     
Nisand and Renouard (Nisand and Renourd 2014) recently reported a structured 
review of short implants (≤ 8 mm) versus longer implants. For the short implants 
29 case series for a total of 9780 implants were included. The overall cumulative 
survival rate was 96.67% of implants. They also studied long implants, analyzing 5 
reviews comprising 58,953 implants with cumulative survival rates ranging from 
93.1% to 99.1%. 
At this time, 6 mm is accepted as the minimum implant length, because of its 
acceptable success rates (TeIleman 2011, 97.4%, and Atieh et al 2012, 96.6%), 
then the minimum height of remaining bone that would be acceptable can be 
calculated adequately in respect to the anatomic boundaries.  
 
 
4.6 Surgical Protocol 
 
The surgical protocol used for the insertion of short implants is similar to the ones 
used for longer implants. 
Al-Marshood et al (Al-Marshood 2011) found that moderately rough threaded 
implants placed in undersized osteotomies showed a greates bone-to-implant 
contact than those placed using standard surgical methods. It would appear that 
avoiding over-instrumentation of osteotomies will improve implant stability and the 
overall performance of both machined and rough-surfaced short threaded 
implants. (Deporter 2013) 
Adapted surgical protocols to increase the primary stability have been suggested 
by several authors. (Tawil and Younan 2003, Fugazzotto 2004, Renouard and 
Nisand 2006, Nisand and Renouard 2014) 
Considering than usually short implants need to be positioned in the posterior part 
of jaws where there is commonly low bone density this technique is even more 
suggested. 
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It has been suggested that operator experience, with short implants may be a 
reason for the different reported outcomes with short implants between studies 
(Renouard and Nisand 2006) 
Although it may seem to require a simpler procedure than a long implant, there is a 
learning curve and short implants are best not to be inserted by novice surgeons. 
Surgeons must be totally comfortable with the basics of implant surgery so that 
attention can be directed toward modification of the drilling protocol as needed to 
compensate for changes in bone density while still being aware of implant three-
dimensional  positioning. 
In Figure 2 it is schematically shown the surgical protocol for Astratech 
Osseospeed 6mm long implants (Dentsply Implants, Molndal, Sweden), that 
correspond to the ones that are going to be evaluated in this research. 
In a clinical situation with a bone volume between 7-8 mm above the inferior 
alveolar nerve a mucoperiosteal flap was elevated. (Figure 3) 
Then osteotomies were made and their inclination verified through the use of 
direction pins.(Figure 4, Figure 5) Three implants with 6 mm length and 4 mm 
diameter (Figure 6) were inserted with the platform at bone level (Figure 7 and 
Figure 8) and the flap was sutured.  
Figure 2. Drilling protocol for short implants 
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Figure 3. Mucoperiosteal flap elevation 
 
Figure 4. Direction pins do indicate the direction of the osteostomy - occlusal view 
 
Figure 5. . Direction pins do indicate the direction of the osteostomy - lateral view 
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Figure 6. 6 mm length and 4 mm diameter implant 
 
Figure 7. implant positioning 
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Figure 8. Occlusal view three short implants positioned at bone levels 
 
 
 
 
4.7 Bone augmentation procedures 
 
To overcome the anatomical problems  due to insufficient bone volume, as an 
alternative to short implant placement in order to be able to place standard length 
implants in the prosthetic correct position, advanced surgical techniques were 
developed. 
To increase the alveolar bone height, guided bone regeneration, block grafting, 
maxillary sinus floor grafting and distraction osteogenesis procedures were 
performed. To bypass vital structures such as the inferior alveolar nerve, nerve 
transpositioning techniques were used. 
All of these advanced surgical procedures can be challenging, technique sensitive, 
time consuming, costy and can increase surgical morbidity and prolong overall 
treatment time. 
A systematic review by Milinkovic and Cordaro (Milinkovic and Cordaro 2014) of 
different alveolar bone augmentation procedures for partialy and fully edentulous 
jaws documented the mean implant survival rate (MISR) and the mean 
complication rate (MCR) for vertical augmentation procedures, including guided 
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bone regeneration (GBR), bone blocks (BBS), and distraction osteogenesis (DO). 
ln panially edentulous patients with  GBR, the MISB ranged from 98 9% to 100%, 
with an MCR 13.1% to 6.95%. BBs had a MISR of 96.3% and MCR of 8.1% . The 
greatest vertical gain was noted with DO, but it also had the highest MCR (22,4%) 
and MISR (98.2%) In fully edentulous patients, the BB MISR was only 87.75% and 
the MCR was highly variable, depending on whether the different donor sites or 
recipient sites were being analyzed. The overall MQR was calculated as 21 .9%. 
For Le Fort I grafts, the MISB was 87.9%, with MCR ranging from 24% to 30%. 
With sinus graft there are multiple different complications possible, including 
intraoperative and postoperative complications. Moreno Vazquez et al. (Moreno 
Vasquez 2014) evaluated the complications in 200 consecutive sinus lift 
procedures and reported that the most common intraoperative complication, at 
25.7%, was schneiderian membrane perforation. Previous reports note a range of 
7% to 56% in the rate of perforation. After surgery, 19.7% had some type of 
complication. The most frequent were wound infection (7.1 %), sinusitis (3.9%), 
and graft loss (1.6%). 
For atrophic mandibles, if the remaining posterior vertical alveolar bone is 
considered inadequate for 10 mm or longer implants, the only option is either 
vertical grafting as outlined previously or inferior alveolar nerve transpositioning 
surgery. Hassani et al (Hassani 2015) evalueted initial postoperatory sensory 
impairment after inferior alveolar nerve transposition of almost 100% of patients. 
Normal sensory function returned in 84% of casesf with 16% of patients left with a 
permanent and irreversible condition. Neuroslensory disturbances are so prevalent 
with this procedure that many surgeons consider sensory disorders as normal and 
predictable postsurgical state. 
Nisand and Renouard in 2014 (Nisand and Renouard 2014) reviewed mulptiple 
studies comparing short implants with standard length implants with various 
vertical augmentation procedures and found similar survival rates. However, the 
use of short implants resulted in faster and lower-cost treatment with reduced 
morbidity. 
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Chapter 5 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of the following parameters on 
the stress distribution in the bone-implant interface in a three-unit bridge in the 
posteror mandible by means of finite element analysis: 
 
• Short vs regular length implants  
• Two or three implants to support a three-unit bridge in the posterior 
mandible 
• Influence of crown height  
• Different forces directions over the crowns 
• If the use of short implants with longer crowns could be a viable option 
compared to longer implants and shorter crowns under a biomechanical 
point of view  
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Chapter 6  
MATHERIALS AND METHODS 
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.1 Developement of the finite element model 
 
The 3D geometry of an edentulous mandible was reconstructed from CT scans 
using Mimics 17.0 (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). The anatomical symmetry 
allowed for the reconstruction of half the mandible. After surface meshing, a 
volumetric tetrahedral mesh was generated, which resulted in 1988708 linear 
tetrahedral elements and 362188 nodes. (Figure 1)  
The grey value (GV) was used to calculate the density and in turn the elastic 
modulus, by applying the following empirical formula: 
 
𝜌𝜌=1017 * 𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉−13.4   
𝐸𝐸=5925 * 𝜌𝜌−388.8  
 
where GV is grey value, ρ is the density and E is the elastic modulus. 
The range of GVs was divided into 10 equally sized intervals, each of that 
represents a set of material properties. Elastic moduli resulted in the range of 1.23 
to 23.39 GPa (Table 1).  
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Table 1: Material properties assigned for bone. 
 
MATERIAL YOUNG’S MODULUS 
(GPa) 
POISSON RATIO 
Mat1 1.20 0.34 
Mat2 3.59 0.34 
Mat3 5.99 0.34 
Mat4 8.38 0.34 
Mat5 10.77 0.34 
Mat6 13.17 0.34 
Mat7 15.56 0.34 
Mat8 17.96 0.34 
Mat9 20.35 0.34 
Mat10 22.74 0.34 
 
 
The low values (<3GPa) represented materials like trabecular bone and adjacent 
soft tissues; the intermediate values (3-16 GPa) represented cortical bone; the 
high values (>16 GPa) represented the tooth enamel and dentin. This procedure 
has been validated and suggested by other authors. (Xin 2013, Moeen 2014) 
 
CAD file of two different implants were provided by Dentsply Implants (Molndal, 
Sweden) and tetrahedral meshes were generated using Ansys ICEM (Ansys Inc., 
Canonsburg, PA, USA). The dimensions of the implants (OsseoSpeed™, Astra 
Tech, Dentsply Implants) were 4 mm diameter x 11 mm length (regular length 
implants) and 4 mm diameter x 6 mm length (short implants) (Fig.2). 
FEMs of the mandible and the implants were exported to ABAQUS software 
(Version 6.10; Dassault Systèmes, Providence, RI, USA) for the analysis.  
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A superstructure representing the porcelain crown was built using 16 beam 
elements connecting the head of the implant to a node located in the centre of the 
implant at crown height. The mechanical properties of implants and crown are 
listed in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Material properties assumed for implants and crown. 
 
MATERIAL YOUNG’S MODULUS 
(GPa) 
POISSON RATIO 
Titanium 106.33 0.34 
Porcelain 68.90 0.28 
 
Figure 1: view from above of the 3-D reconstruction of half mandible 
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Figure 2: Graphic representation of a) 4 mm x 11 mm and b) 4 mm x 6 mm Astra 
Tech AB OsseoSpeedTM Implants  
 
 
a)                     b)  
 
 
6.2 Experimental configurations 
 
Six different configurations have been compared:  
 
LS2) two regular length implants to support a three-unit bridge with 8 mm height 
crowns 
LS3) three regular length implants to support a three-unit bridge with 8 mm height 
crowns 
SS2) two short implants to support a three-unit bridge with 8 mm height crowns 
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SS3) three short implants to support a three-unit bridge with 8 mm height crowns 
SL2) two short implants to support a three-unit bridge with 13 mm height crowns 
SL3) three short implants to support a three-unit bridge with 13 mm height crowns 
 
A schematic representation of the six configurations are shown in Figure 3 
The three single implant-crown different configurations are represented in Figure 
4.  
Implants have been placed in II premolar, first molar and second molar position for 
configurations with 3 implants (LS3, SS3 and SL3), while for configurations with 2 
implants they were placed in II premolar and II molar position. 
Implants in the II premolar position were labeled Imp1, in the I molar postition were 
labeled Imp2 and in II molar position were labeled Imp 3 (Fig.5). 
In each configuration the 3 nodes at the centre of the crown at crown height were 
connected together with two beam elements and the whole superstructure was 
considered as a unique structure completely bonded.   
The translational degrees of freedom of the implant nodes were kinematically 
constrained to the corresponding degrees of freedom of the closest nodes of the 
mandible, thus realizing a fully bonded integration. A symmetry boundary condition 
was applied to the nodes belonging to the plane of symmetry. Furthermore, the 
nodes belonging to the sagittal, transverse and frontal plane were fully 
constrained.  
A vertical and 45° inclined concentrated load of 200 N representing the 
masticatory force was applied to the node of each crown simultaneously (Fig. 6).  
Two set of elements were created to facilitate postprocessing of the peri-implant 
stresses (Fig. 7): the first one included the whole bone-implant interface within a 
distance of 1.5 mm, whereas the second had the same thickness but included only 
the coronal area, with a height of 2.5 mm. 
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of the six configurations. The numbers express 
the measurements in mm. 
 
LS2) LS3)
SS2) SS3)  
SL2) SL3)  
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Figure 4: 3D models of the single implants and crown built using beam elements: 
a) Long implant and 8 mm crown; b) short implant and 8 mm crown; c) short 
implant and 13 mm crown. 
 
a) b) c)  
 
Figure 5: 3D model of LS3 configuration. The implants are numbered based on 
their position. 
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Figure 6: Load application point and direction. "B" stands for "buccal" and "L" 
stands for "lingual" 
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Figure 7: Graphical representation of the considered area around the implants. In 
the first column it is represented the whole bone-implant interface (1,5 mm thick) 
while in the second column the apical 2,5 mm. The first row represent short 
implants and the second row regular length implants. 
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6.3 Data analysis 
 
Static analysis was performed and simulation results were evaluated in terms of 
Von Mises stressed, maximum and minimum principal stresses and the nodal 
displacement of the point of application of the masticatory force of all implants of 
all configurations. 
All parameters have been analyzed in terms of maximum and minimum values, 
first, second and third quartiles (Q1, Q2 and Q3), considering both the whole 
bone-implant thickness or the coronal area to make the results of the different 
configurations more comparable. 
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Chapter 7 
RESULTS 
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For what concerns the LS2 configuration, the data about Von Mises stress, 
maximum principal stress and minimun principal stress for the whole bone-implant 
interface are summerized in Table 1, while the ones regarding just the coronal 
area are presented in Table 2. 
Table 3 presents the the data about Von Mises stress, maximum principal stress 
and minimun principal stress for the whole bone-implant interface of all implants in 
configuration LS3. The data concerning just the coronal area are presented in 
Table 4. 
For what concerns the SS2 configuration, the data about Von Mises stress, 
maximum principal stress and minimun principal stress for the whole bone-implant 
interface are summerized in Table 5, while the ones regarding just the coronal 
area are presented in Table 6. 
Table 7 presents the the data about Von Mises stress, maximum principal stress 
and minimun principal stress for the whole bone-implant interface of all implants in 
configuration LS3. The data concerning just the coronal area are presented in 
Table 8. 
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For what concerns the SL2 configuration, the data about Von Mises stress, 
maximum principal stress and minimun principal stress for the whole bone-implant 
interface are summerized in Table 9, while the ones regarding just the coronal 
area are presented in Table 10. 
Table 11 presents the the data about Von Mises stress, maximum principal stress 
and minimun principal stress for the whole bone-implant interface of all implants in 
configuration LS3. The data concerning just the coronal area are presented in 
Table 12. 
Figures from 1 to 6 show Von Mises stress, maximum principal stress and 
minimum principal stress under axial loading conditions for each configuration, 
while figures from 7 to 12 show the same parameters under tilted load. 
Under axial load the stress values were almost identical between the 
configurations with short implants and different crown length (SS2 and SL2, SS3 
and SL3). 
The graphical representations of the Von Mises stress distribution are shown in 
this chapter through a longitudinal slice that includes all implants and a paraxial 
slice for each implant for every examined configuration. (Fig.13) 
Figures from 14 to 19 show Von Mises stress distribution under axial load for 
every configuration while for the 45° tilted load the stress distribution is displayed 
in figures from 20 to 25. 
In all loading conditions the stress is more concentrated at coronal level but this 
fact is more evident under tilted load. 
Therefore the data about the coronal interface were considered more comparable. 
Considering that the highes values of Von Mises stress, maximum principal and 
minimum principal stresses could be influenced by the models' irregularities and 
imperfections, Q3 for Von Mises and maximum principal stresses and Q1 for 
minimum principal stress were considered a more reliable and comparable 
parameters.  
The graphs presented in figure 26, figure 27 and figure 28 summarize the stress of 
each implant in every configuration under axial load through respectively the Q3 
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values of Von Mises stress and maximum principal stresses and Q1 of minimum 
principal stress.  
The graphs presented in figure 29, figure 30 and figure 31 summarize the stress of 
each implant in every configuration under tilted load through respectively the Q3 
values of Von Mises stress and maximum principal stresses and Q1 of minimum 
principal stress.  
The stress values calculated in the configurations under tilted load were on 
average 6 times higher for Von Mises stress, 4 times higher for minimum principal 
stress and 23 times higher for maximum principal stress. 
The increase of stress parameters values in SS configurations respect to LS 
configuration were on average of the 40%. 
Even the average increase of stress values in SL configurations respect to SS 
configuration was about the 42% under tilted load. 
Configurations with 2 implants were recorded to undergo about the 50% more of 
stress on average than the respective 3 implants configurations. 
The highest stress values were observed in the SL2 configuration while the 
minimum stress values were found in LS3. 
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Table 1. Stress values (in Mpa) for the LS2 configuration with the whole bone-
implant interface. 
LS2	
WHOLE	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,14	 0,21	 0,57	 0,25	
Q1	 1,46	 1,31	 4,88	 2,35	
Q2	(Median)	 2,13	 1,74	 9,88	 4,74	
Q3		 2,83	 2,26	 17,06	 11,79	
Max	 21,20	 24,77	 137,38	 183,41	
MAX	PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -10,13	 -11,32	 -56,13	 -68,04	
Q1	 0,25	 0,15	 2,43	 0,78	
Q2	(Median)	 0,52	 0,33	 4,66	 1,79	
Q3		 1,03	 0,53	 7,85	 4,30	
Max	 13,58	 6,35	 125,36	 251,17	
MIN	PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -23,05	 -32,36	 -156,26	 -241,61	
Q1	 -2,27	 -2,14	 -9,70	 -5,64	
Q2	(Median)	 -1,66	 -1,50	 -4,62	 -2,80	
Q3		 -1,15	 -1,08	 -1,88	 -1,56	
Max	 2,34	 0,93	 47,57	 99,86	
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Table 2. Stress values (in Mpa) for the LS2 configuration with the coronal bone-
implant interface. 
LS2	
CORONAL	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,14	 0,21	 1,13	 0,69	
Q1	 1,69	 1,75	 13,82	 9,57	
Q2	(Median)	 2,47	 2,38	 20,88	 15,81	
Q3		 3,64	 3,23	 29,94	 22,90	
Max	 15,75	 24,77	 137,38	 183,41	
MAX	PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -10,13	 -11,32	 -56,13	 -68,04	
Q1	 0,09	 0,00	 3,68	 2,49	
Q2	(Median)	 0,26	 0,16	 9,00	 4,61	
Q3		 0,55	 0,36	 19,68	 11,81	
Max	 13,58	 6,35	 125,36	 251,17	
MIN	PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -23,05	 -32,36	 -156,26	 -241,61	
Q1	 -3,40	 -3,28	 -15,84	 -14,78	
Q2	(Median)	 -2,36	 -2,39	 -7,44	 -7,37	
Q3		 -1,61	 -1,74	 -4,18	 -3,98	
Max	 2,34	 0,93	 47,57	 99,86	
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Table 3. Stress values (in Mpa) for the LS3 configuration with the whole bone-
implant interface. 
LS3	
WHOLE	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,15	 0,30	 0,26	 0,42	 0,31	 0,16	
Q1	 1,54	 1,36	 1,27	 3,78	 2,41	 1,94	
Q2	(Median)	 2,46	 1,87	 1,64	 6,86	 4,93	 3,67	
Q3		 3,36	 2,38	 2,05	 11,64	 8,59	 7,92	
Max	 16,14	 17,65	 26,71	 79,81	 68,85	 146,54	
MAX	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -4,60	 -15,70	 -8,53	 -45,95	 -16,47	 -28,10	
Q1	 0,21	 0,07	 0,07	 2,27	 1,28	 0,58	
Q2	(Median)	 0,76	 0,28	 0,26	 3,95	 2,60	 1,27	
Q3		 1,49	 0,52	 0,45	 6,43	 4,30	 2,84	
Max	 14,19	 17,75	 22,99	 104,36	 120,12	 111,47	
MIN	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -13,36	 -32,06	 -29,90	 -108,84	 -57,74	 -135,92	
Q1	 -2,50	 -2,19	 -2,02	 -6,19	 -4,88	 -4,18	
Q2	(Median)	 -1,79	 -1,71	 -1,44	 -3,02	 -2,22	 -2,29	
Q3		 -1,24	 -1,28	 -1,09	 -1,27	 -1,00	 -1,31	
Max	 0,64	 3,63	 8,52	 21,33	 53,10	 25,89	
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Table 4. Stress values (in Mpa) for the LS3 configuration with the coronal bone-
implant interface. 
LS3	
CORONAL	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,15	 0,33	 0,26	 1,37	 0,96	 1,29	
Q1	 1,20	 1,69	 1,69	 7,74	 5,70	 6,41	
Q2	(Median)	 1,89	 2,28	 2,32	 12,34	 10,14	 10,58	
Q3		 3,21	 2,91	 3,18	 17,16	 15,93	 16,12	
Max	 16,14	 17,65	 26,71	 79,81	 68,85	 109,82	
MAX	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -4,60	 -15,70	 -8,53	 -45,95	 -16,47	 -28,10	
Q1	 0,05	 -0,07	 -0,03	 2,77	 2,82	 1,86	
Q2	(Median)	 0,18	 0,09	 0,10	 5,68	 4,50	 3,63	
Q3		 0,53	 0,25	 0,26	 11,16	 7,86	 8,35	
Max	 14,19	 17,75	 5,74	 104,36	 120,12	 111,47	
MIN	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -13,36	 -32,06	 -29,90	 -108,84	 -57,74	 -115,52	
Q1	 -2,87	 -3,09	 -3,36	 -8,56	 -10,12	 -9,87	
Q2	(Median)	 -1,82	 -2,41	 -2,42	 -4,48	 -3,17	 -4,94	
Q3		 -1,17	 -1,81	 -1,75	 -2,79	 -1,49	 -2,50	
Max	 0,58	 3,63	 1,20	 21,33	 53,10	 16,74	
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Table 5. Stress values (in Mpa) for the SS2 configuration with the whole bone-
implant interface. 
SS2	
WHOLE	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,26	 0,58	 0,98	 1,02	
Q1	 3,50	 3,16	 8,34	 6,49	
Q2	(Median)	 4,74	 4,06	 15,26	 10,79	
Q3		 5,97	 5,21	 23,65	 18,45	
Max	 40,08	 56,58	 136,21	 135,22	
MAX	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -19,73	 -28,09	 -92,38	 -95,64	
Q1	 0,38	 0,12	 3,15	 1,94	
Q2	(Median)	 1,04	 0,49	 6,58	 4,03	
Q3		 1,91	 1,03	 11,20	 7,64	
Max	 26,33	 68,17	 201,10	 140,85	
MIN	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -41,14	 -89,27	 -191,85	 -229,29	
Q1	 -5,12	 -4,90	 -13,86	 -10,38	
Q2	(Median)	 -3,97	 -3,79	 -6,83	 -5,32	
Q3		 -2,88	 -2,97	 -2,97	 -3,24	
Max	 4,01	 28,17	 53,26	 31,47	
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Table 6. Stress values (in Mpa) for the SS2 configuration with the coronal bone-
implant interface. 
SS2	
CORONAL	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,26	 0,58	 0,98	 1,53	
Q1	 3,32	 3,34	 14,70	 11,02	
Q2	(Median)	 4,89	 4,66	 22,48	 18,08	
Q3		 6,33	 6,09	 32,50	 27,54	
Max	 40,08	 56,58	 136,21	 135,22	
MAX	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -19,73	 -28,09	 -92,38	 -95,64	
Q1	 0,20	 0,02	 3,81	 3,41	
Q2	(Median)	 0,74	 0,41	 8,42	 6,20	
Q3		 1,43	 0,91	 18,69	 13,87	
Max	 26,33	 68,17	 201,10	 140,85	
MIN	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -41,14	 -89,27	 -191,85	 -229,29	
Q1	 -5,74	 -6,19	 -19,26	 -18,41	
Q2	(Median)	 -4,27	 -4,50	 -9,10	 -7,08	
Q3		 -2,98	 -3,29	 -4,78	 -3,60	
Max	 4,01	 28,17	 53,26	 31,47	
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Table 7. Stress values (in Mpa) for the SS3 configuration with the whole bone-
implant interface. 
SS3	
WHOLE	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,14	 0,32	 0,46	 0,97	 0,90	 0,53	
Q1	 2,08	 2,26	 2,29	 6,92	 5,18	 5,20	
Q2	(Median)	 3,09	 3,08	 2,96	 11,75	 9,79	 9,02	
Q3		 4,47	 3,93	 3,74	 17,79	 17,40	 14,83	
Max	 29,41	 50,91	 40,52	 103,76	 107,66	 104,26	
MAX	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -14,15	 -6,30	 -13,97	 -28,22	 -44,21	 -47,77	
Q1	 0,18	 0,00	 0,01	 3,09	 2,14	 1,39	
Q2	(Median)	 0,66	 0,27	 0,24	 5,97	 4,41	 3,20	
Q3		 1,50	 0,68	 0,68	 9,63	 7,06	 6,03	
Max	 41,88	 73,38	 64,82	 139,98	 116,71	 149,36	
MIN	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -45,86	 -22,66	 -46,73	 -101,35	 -160,35	 -159,93	
Q1	 -3,69	 -3,90	 -3,75	 -10,20	 -11,01	 -9,70	
Q2	(Median)	 -2,57	 -2,97	 -2,85	 -5,25	 -4,16	 -4,49	
Q3		 -1,72	 -2,19	 -2,18	 -2,45	 -1,80	 -2,61	
Max	 13,39	 30,86	 21,95	 64,49	 30,90	 68,49	
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Table 8. Stress values (in Mpa) for the SS3 configuration with the coronal bone-
implant interface. 
SS3	
CORONAL	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,14	 0,32	 0,46	 1,11	 1,12	 1,41	
Q1	 1,80	 2,66	 2,66	 9,68	 8,98	 9,45	
Q2	(Median)	 2,85	 3,75	 3,61	 15,79	 15,74	 15,04	
Q3		 4,60	 5,17	 4,60	 23,09	 24,37	 22,45	
Max	 29,41	 50,91	 40,52	 103,76	 104,78	 104,12	
MAX	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -14,15	 -6,30	 -6,25	 -28,22	 -38,39	 -18,84	
Q1	 0,06	 -0,06	 -0,05	 3,07	 3,42	 2,64	
Q2	(Median)	 0,41	 0,22	 0,24	 6,86	 6,06	 4,89	
Q3		 1,10	 0,59	 0,63	 12,23	 11,00	 9,70	
Max	 41,88	 73,38	 64,82	 134,99	 116,71	 146,56	
MIN	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -45,86	 -22,66	 -17,08	 -101,35	 -144,90	 -91,23	
Q1	 -4,10	 -5,20	 -4,78	 -12,97	 -16,94	 -17,09	
Q2	(Median)	 -2,56	 -3,78	 -3,63	 -6,98	 -5,63	 -6,93	
Q3		 -1,51	 -2,55	 -2,57	 -3,97	 -2,43	 -3,13	
Max	 13,39	 30,86	 21,95	 37,14	 30,90	 37,08	
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Table 9. Stress values (in Mpa) for the SL2 configuration with the whole bone-
implant interface. 
SL2	
WHOLE	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,28	 0,49	 0,92	 1,65	
Q1	 3,39	 3,15	 11,94	 9,99	
Q2	(Median)	 4,63	 4,05	 20,94	 15,99	
Q3		 5,91	 5,11	 32,31	 26,44	
Max	 41,87	 53,78	 176,89	 183,04	
MAX	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -18,51	 -26,13	 -124,06	 -131,78	
Q1	 0,34	 0,11	 4,67	 3,36	
Q2	(Median)	 1,00	 0,48	 8,91	 6,23	
Q3		 1,87	 1,02	 15,61	 11,85	
Max	 38,86	 66,95	 253,19	 173,15	
MIN	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -37,98	 -84,33	 -257,07	 -313,27	
Q1	 -5,05	 -4,86	 -18,41	 -14,16	
Q2	(Median)	 -3,91	 -3,79	 -8,82	 -7,30	
Q3		 -2,83	 -2,98	 -4,14	 -4,46	
Max	 3,58	 28,04	 68,59	 44,39	
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Table 10. Stress values (in Mpa) for the SL2 configuration with the coronal bone-
implant interface. 
SL2	
CORONAL	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,28	 0,49	 0,92	 1,65	
Q1	 3,11	 3,24	 19,75	 16,33	
Q2	(Median)	 4,67	 4,49	 31,01	 26,04	
Q3		 6,16	 5,84	 45,77	 39,67	
Max	 41,87	 53,78	 176,89	 183,04	
MAX	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -18,51	 -26,13	 -124,06	 -131,78	
Q1	 0,17	 0,01	 5,46	 4,82	
Q2	(Median)	 0,68	 0,37	 11,50	 9,35	
Q3		 1,38	 0,86	 27,28	 21,76	
Max	 38,86	 66,95	 253,19	 173,15	
MIN	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -37,98	 -84,33	 -257,07	 -313,27	
Q1	 -5,52	 -5,96	 -25,63	 -25,65	
Q2	(Median)	 -4,14	 -4,35	 -11,45	 -9,39	
Q3		 -2,85	 -3,22	 -6,17	 -4,59	
Max	 3,58	 28,04	 68,59	 44,39	
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Table 11. Stress values (in Mpa) for the SL3 configuration with the whole bone-
implant interface. 
SL3	
WHOLE	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,13	 0,33	 0,39	 1,42	 1,15	 0,76	
Q1	 2,11	 2,26	 2,29	 9,62	 7,27	 7,80	
Q2	(Median)	 3,09	 3,07	 2,97	 16,11	 13,58	 13,03	
Q3		 4,42	 3,92	 3,73	 24,20	 24,10	 20,95	
Max	 25,77	 51,51	 36,76	 103,76	 149,25	 139,68	
MAX	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -10,02	 -6,26	 -13,55	 -38,68	 -32,51	 -41,72	
Q1	 0,17	 -0,01	 0,01	 4,30	 2,99	 2,30	
Q2	(Median)	 0,65	 0,26	 0,23	 7,87	 5,86	 4,75	
Q3		 1,50	 0,67	 0,67	 12,93	 9,58	 9,00	
Max	 40,64	 68,25	 57,96	 139,98	 156,43	 197,79	
MIN	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -38,11	 -20,85	 -46,68	 -144,03	 -136,66	 -158,08	
Q1	 -3,68	 -3,88	 -3,76	 -13,77	 -15,04	 -13,08	
Q2	(Median)	 -2,59	 -2,97	 -2,86	 -6,85	 -5,52	 -6,02	
Q3		 -1,74	 -2,20	 -2,18	 -3,17	 -2,44	 -3,51	
Max	 14,36	 28,46	 19,10	 64,49	 49,12	 85,59	
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Table 12. Stress values (in Mpa) for the SL3 configuration with the coronal bone-
implant interface. 
SL3	
CORONAL	BONE-IMPLANT	INTERFACE	
AXIAL	LOAD	 TILTED	LOAD	
Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	 Imp	1	 Imp	2	 Imp	3	
VON	MISES	
Min	 0,13	 0,33	 0,39	 1,42	 1,76	 1,37	
Q1	 1,80	 2,58	 2,67	 13,29	 12,25	 13,30	
Q2	(Median)	 2,88	 3,65	 3,59	 21,96	 22,33	 21,33	
Q3		 4,47	 5,06	 4,54	 32,54	 35,13	 31,89	
Max	 25,77	 51,51	 36,76	 103,76	 121,39	 115,42	
MAX	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -10,02	 -6,26	 -6,73	 -38,68	 -32,51	 -26,88	
Q1	 0,05	 -0,09	 -0,05	 4,50	 4,43	 3,67	
Q2	(Median)	 0,39	 0,20	 0,23	 9,42	 7,97	 6,90	
Q3		 1,08	 0,55	 0,61	 17,20	 16,04	 14,21	
Max	 37,59	 68,25	 57,96	 134,99	 156,43	 143,86	
MIN	
PRINCIPAL	
Min	 -38,11	 -20,85	 -18,55	 -144,03	 -136,66	 -126,95	
Q1	 -4,04	 -5,18	 -4,73	 -17,97	 -23,85	 -23,42	
Q2	(Median)	 -2,57	 -3,70	 -3,63	 -9,13	 -7,33	 -9,25	
Q3		 -1,51	 -2,52	 -2,54	 -4,92	 -2,97	 -4,13	
Max	 12,74	 28,46	 19,10	 37,14	 49,12	 22,77	
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Figure 1. Box plot graphs for configuration LS2 
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Figure 2. Box plot graphs for configuration LS3 
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Figure 3. Box plot graphs for configuration SS2 
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Figure 4. Box plot graphs for configuration SS3 
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Figure 5. Box plot graphs for configuration SL2 
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Figure 6. Box plot graphs for configuration SL3 
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Figure 7. Box plot graphs for configuration LS2 
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Figure 8. Box plot graphs for configuration LS3 
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Figure 9. Box plot graphs for configuration SS2 
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Figure 10. Box plot graphs for configuration SS3 
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Figure 11. Box plot graphs for configuration SL2 
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Figure 12. Box plot graphs for configuration SL3 
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Figure 13. Above view of the 3D model of configuration LS3 to show implants' 
labels and the lungitudinal and paraxial slices that were used to show Von Mises 
stress distribution from figure 14 to figure 25. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the LS2 
configuration under axial load. (The scale is in MPa) 
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Figure 15. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the LS3 
configuration under axial load. (The scale is in MPa) 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the SS2 
configuration under axial load. (The scale is in MPa) 
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Figure 17. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the SS3 
configuration under axial load. (The scale is in MPa) 
 
Figure 18. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the SL2 
configuration under axial load. (The scale is in MPa) 
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Figure 19. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the SL3 
configuration under axial load. (The scale is in MPa) 
 
Figure 20. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the LS2 
configuration under tilted load. (The scale is in MPa) 
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Figure 21. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the LS3 
configuration under tilted load. (The scale is in MPa) 
 
     
Figure 22. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the SS2 
configuration under tilted load. (The scale is in MPa) 
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Figure 23. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the SS3 
configuration under tilted load. (The scale is in MPa) 
    
 
 
 
Figure 24. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the SL2 
configuration under tilted load. (The scale is in MPa) 
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Figure 25. Graphical representation of the Von Mises stress distribution in the SL3 
configuration under tilted load. (The scale is in MPa) 
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Figure 26. Graph representing the Q3 Von Mises stress for each implant in every 
configuration under axial load. 
 
 
 
Figure 27. Graph representing the Q3 maximum principal stress for each implant 
in every configuration under axial load.
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Figure 28. Graph representing the Q1 minimum principal stress for each implant in 
every configuration under axial load. 
 
 
Figure 29. Graph representing the Q3 Von Mises stress for each implant in every 
configuration under tilted load. 
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Figure 30. Graph representing the Q3 max principal stress for each implant in 
every configuration under tilted load. 
 
 
 
Figure 31. Graph representing the Q1 minimum stress for each implant in every 
configuration under tilted load.
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Chapter 8 
DISCUSSION 
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.1 Effect of implant stress direction 
 
Many literature studies (Li 2012, Desai 2012, Shigemitsu 2013) considered the 
jaws composed by two materials only, the cortical and cancellous bone. In the 
present investigation, bone was modeled in a more realistic way. Material 
assignment based on grey values allowed for the generation of a model with 
heterogeneous material properties, which could therefore prevent artifacts related 
to the sharp border between the cortical and the trabecular regions as suggested 
by recent studies. (Moeen 2014) 
It is interesting that although in this study has not been made a clear distinction 
between cortical and cancellous bone, in most experimental situations analyzed, 
the load is dissipated through a large part of the cortical bone. 
This is in agreement with the principles orthopedic according to which the loading 
forces are developed along the axis in which it has a higher density. (Wolf 1892) 
That is more evident in the axial load situation, in which the stress distribution is 
still prevalent in the coronal part of the implants, but not in a marked way, maybe 
because of the cortical thickness. 
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However in this situation the load is well dissipated and the stress values at bone-
implant level are low in all the studied configurations. 
Under oblique load the stress distribution is more concentrated around the coronal 
part of the implant and it is several times higher than under axial load. 
In particular the tension represented by the maximum principal stress is from 15 to 
35 times higher. 
Although the Q3 values could still be considered physiological even in the most 
stressed configuration revealed (SL2), lateral forces should be correctly evaluated 
and avoided and could lead to crestal bone resorption. 
This aspect is in accordance with several other biomechanics studies. 
Verri et al. (Verri 2014) outlined that lateral forces could lead to not only bone 
resorption but also to a higher mechanical complications rate as prosthetic screw 
loosening and fracture, depending on the implant and connection design. 
Klindeberg et al. (Klindeberg 2012) suggested that also the occlusal design and 
the crown cusps inclination could enhance the lateral stress distribution and has to 
be evaluated. 
 
8.2 Effect of implant lenght 
 
Current literature supports the validity of short dental implants as a viable option 
(Fugazzotto 2008; Rossi 2010; Esposito 2011; Srinivasan 2012; Lee 2014)  
However some literature reviews suggest that implant surface may influence the 
survival rate of short implants. The stress/strain patterns differ if there is no 
complete osseointegration between the bone and implant and a higher stress can 
be observed with decrease in the percentage of osseointegration. (Chun 2002) 
In almost all the research with finite-element analysis implant and bone were 
bonded together simulating a complete osseointegration. 
Biomechanical studies showed that the occlusal forces are distributed primarily to 
the crestal bone and mostly in the first 4 to 6 mm. (Lum 1991, Himmlova 2004, 
Chang 2011) 
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Himmlova et al. (Himmlova 2004) observed a stress reduction of only the 7,3% 
from a 18 mm long implant and a 8 mm long implant. 
These observations are confirmed in the present study. Even if comparing the 
stress distribution between regular length implants and short implants with the 
same crown configurations the former underwent about a 50% incresase, 
evaluating only the tilted loading conditions the stress increase was less than 10% 
on average. 
 
 
8.3 Effect of implant crown height 
 
Blanes in a systematic review (Blanes 2009) CI ratio did not influence the survival 
rates of implants but suggested that crown height itself is a potentially more critical 
factor because an increase in crown height might be more problematic than an 
equal reduction in implant length.  
This observation was confirmed by several biomechanical studies (Klindeberg 
2012, de Moraes 2013, Bulaqi 2015) 
de Moraes et al. (de Moraes 2013) suggested that the increase in crown height 
enhanced stress concentration at the implant/bone tissue and increased 
displacement in the bone tissue, mainly under oblique loading. 
Under oblique loads, the use of long crown heights not only increases the stress at 
the peripheral bone and implant compartments but also causes biomechanical 
disadvantages, thereby elevating the risk of screw loosening. The use of a suitable 
crown height could reduce the incidence of biologic and biomechanical 
complications. (Bulaqi 2015) 
Those considerations were partially confirmed by the present study that revealed 
an average of 42% increase of stress intensity around implants under tilted load 
comparing the configurations with short implants and short crowns with the 
respective one with short implants and longer crown. 
Considering than the increase of stress was only the 10% under tilted loads 
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among configurations with short implants respect to regular lenght with the crown 
of the same length, the increase of crown length seems to be more influent on the 
stress values than implant length. 
Although the peri-implant bone tissue presented an increase in average stress as 
the crown height increased, However, the obtained stress and strain values are 
acceptable as physiologic values in the literature (Baggi 2008; Papavasiliou 1996; 
Frost 2003).  
 
8.4 Effect of implant number 
 
A reduction of the number of supporting implants to four implants in full arch 
mandibular prostheses and two implants in three unit FPDs in partial edentulous 
jaws resulted in the same clinical outcome as when more implants are used. 
(Eliasson 2008)  
In the present study the use of two implants instead of three implants to support a 
three unit btidge resulted in a stress increase from 10% to 40% depending on the 
studied configuration and can be  a viable option to increase to increase the 
distribution of the forces occurring in the bone-implant interface, particularly with 
longer crown and high lateral load. 
This observation is in agreement with other previous finite element studies. (Guven 
2015, Klineberg 2012, Ogawa 2010) 
 
 
8.5 Clinical relevance 
 
The use of short implants was introduced as an alternative to surgical bone 
augmentation procedures. 
In the mandible the bone augmenting procedures proposed were vertical bone 
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graft (Nisand 2015), inlay bone grafting (Felice 2014), inferior alveolar nerve 
transposition (Bovi 2010) or guided bone regeneration (Clementini 2012). 
The success rate of those techniques was comparable to the one of short length 
implants but the costs, timing and complication rate were much higher, and their 
success depend on the operators’ surgical ability. 
The use of dental implants up to 6 mm length was validated by recent literature 
(Lee 2014, Atieh 2012) with similar survival rates than standard length implants in 
short and medium term.  
However the patients and sites conditions have to be considered. Usually short 
implants have to be placed in highly resorbed position resulting in higher crowns 
and lower CI ratio. 
The clinically more relevant comparison in the present study are therefore among 
the configurations with standard length implants and the ones with short implants 
and longer crowns. 
Under tilted loading the stress pattern observed stood among physiologic 
boundaries in all the conditions but in the SL2 configuration was conspicuously 
higher and potentially dangerous if the patient’s loading conditions were worse 
than the ones considered in this study. 
It was observed a similar tension stress between LS2 and SS3 configuration, while 
in the SL2 configuration was found to be the 60% higher, the suggesting that the 
use of a third short implant may be a feasible option to dissipate the load. 
 
 
8.6 Limits of the study 
 
 
One of the limit of the study is the use of embedded elements, which may 
generate some numerical artifacts at the implant-bone interface creating a marked 
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difference between extreme stress and quartiles values. Firstly, the material 
defined for the host elements (the bone) is not replaced by the material defined for 
the embedded elements (the implant) at the same location of the integration point. 
Secondly, embedded elements eliminates the degree of freedom of embedded 
nodes and constraints them to the degrees of freedom of the host elements; this 
assumption causes numerical artifacts in the embedded region, due to the implant 
external surface shape and to the different mesh dimension.  
Another limit is that the material properties were assumed to be linear, isotropic, 
and homogeneous and are subjected to a static occlusal loading.. However, the 
implants showed a small margin of simplification, approaching the real clinical 
situation, as in previous studies (de Faria Almeida 2014; Santiago Junior  2013; de 
Moraes 2013).  
Despite these limitations that are common to most all finite element analysis 
studies, the present investigation may still be a useful tool to identify potential 
dangerous situations. 
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Chapter 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This research was performed to better understand the stress entity and distribution 
for an implant supported three-unit bridge in the posterior mandible with different 
implant length and crown height. 
Under axial loading the values of Von Mises stress, Maximun and Minimum 
principal stresses were lower than under tilded loading. 
Crown heigh, implant number and implant length seem to be all influencing factors 
on implant bone stress, however the augmentation of crown heigh seems to have 
a greater effect than a reduction of implant length. 
Even if the stress observed in all configurations was within a physiological range, a 
three-unit bridge with 13 mm long crowns supported by two implants may be 
biomechanicaly hazardous in the presence of horizontal forces, and the addition of 
another short implant or increase of bone volume may be suggested to dissipate 
the stress at bone-implant interface. 
In conclusion the use of short dental implants to support a three unit bridge in the 
posterior mandible can be considered a potential alternative to standard length 
implants, but crown heigh and lateral forces have to bee carefully analyze in every 
patient.  
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